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A METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MIMO REPEATER CHAINS IN A WIRELESS

COMMUNICATION NETWORK

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to wireless communication networks, and particularly

relates to the use of repeater chains in MIMO-based wireless communication networks.

BACKGROUND

The growing need for high data rate multi-media communications requires wideband wireless

communication systems. This requirement translates into the need for occupying a much wider

spectrum and using more power to deliver high-rate information between a base station (BS) and

user equipment (UE), such as a mobile terminal. However, portable devices, with their battery

power and low build costs, generally are not well suited for transmitting wideband signals at high

power. Further, while base stations are not considered power limited in the same sense as mobile

terminals, excessive power consumption at base stations is nonetheless undesirable. And, beyond

that, the variation in channel conditions throughout a given base station's service area generally

means that one or more areas are hard for the base station to transmit into, at least at the high

signal qualities needed for the higher data rates.

Relay stations, which are also referred to as repeaters, address at least some of these problems,

and they represent an area of rapidly growing interest. In one contemplated approach, the

insertion of repeaters into a base station cell provides improved coverage for high bit-rate

services. The LTE and LTE Advanced standards involve high data rates, e.g., the LTE downlink

may achieve lOOMbps or higher, and the LTE Advanced downlink may achieve lGbps or

higher. Without repeaters, it may not be possible for a mobile terminal or other item of user

equipment to transmit such signals to a supporting base station, and vice versa.

Known repeaters separate into various categories, based on core aspects of repeater structure and

operation. For example, there are regenerative and non-regenerative repeaters. Broadly, a

regenerative repeater receives a signal, reconstructs it, and transmits the reconstructed signal.

Such reconstruction enables the signal to be repeated over multiple hops—over several repeaters,

for example—without significant degeneration. Non-regenerative repeaters, on the other hand,

simply repeat the received signal.



Other distinctions relate to reception and transmission frequencies. A frequency-translating

repeater repeats the received signal, but does so at a different frequency. That is, the received

signal is translated into a different frequency (or frequencies) for transmission. One advantage of

this arrangement is the elimination (or significant reduction) of input-to-output leakage.

Repeaters operating on the same receive/transmit frequency rely on input-to-output isolation to

prevent undesired transmit/receive coupling, which can cause repeater instability.

However, while frequency translation provides for good input-to-output isolation, it complicates

or prevents in-band channel signaling between a base station and its repeater-supported user

equipment. As such, frequency translation generally is not compatible with the existing

communication standards between base stations and user equipment, such as

GSM/WCDMA/LTE, etc.

In general, however, known relay systems include multi-hop MIMO relays, for use in extending

high-rate service in advanced wireless systems, such as LTE Advanced. In this context, both

regenerative and non-regenerative relays are known. Further, to a limited extent, some types of

frequency translation appear to be known, such as where a MIMO OFDM relay maps the

information received on one OFDM subcarrier/symbol time, into another OFDM

subcarrier/symbol time, where "OFDM" denotes Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing.

See, for example, U.S. Patent 7,184,703 Bl, which discloses MIMO relay stations that appear to

use signal SNR evaluations to determine which uplink/downlink signals will be relayed. In one

or more embodiments, the relays use regenerative transmission, with the possibility of in-band

frequency translations. Further, see U.S. Patent 7,218,891 B2, which discloses relays that use in-

band transmissions, with a focus on coordinated rate and power control, to allow simultaneous

transmissions between a base station and user equipment, and between a relay and user

equipment.

Still further, the reader may refer to U.S. Patent 7,386,036 B2 for an example of link

optimization between MIMO relay stations and users that is done separately from the

optimization of relay-to-base-station links. And U.S. Patent 7,406,060 B2 discloses MIMO relay

stations, where communication channels between the relays allow them to operate with Space

Time Transmit Diversity (STTD), or with Space Time Block Coding (STBC).

Finally, see Fizvi, Sun, et al., "Fractional Frequency Reuse for IEEE820.16J Relaying Mode,"

submitted as Paper No. IEEE C80216J-06 223 to the IEEE 802.16 Multihop Relay Project



(2006-1 1-07). This paper discloses a fractional frequency reuse ("FFR") scheme, wherein a full

load frequency reuse of one is maintained for (cell) center users, while FFR is used for (cell)

edge users, to improve edge user connection quality. In other words, in this context, cell edge

users operate with a fraction of the available sub-channels, based on a relay between the base

station and the cell edge users relaying only a portion of the frequencies in use.

SUMMARY

In one or more embodiments taught herein, a multi-band MIMO repeater is configured to

translate normal wireless mobile bands into other frequency bands in the physical layer. An

advantageous, multi-hop repeater chain includes two or more such repeaters for propagating

downlink signals from a base station, and propagating uplink signals to the base station. Each

such repeater may use paralleled homodyne structure transceivers for better SNR, spectrum

combiners for uplink signal aggregation, spectrum separators for downlink signal de-

aggregation, water mark signal inserters for optimization, and, among other things, spectrum

analyzers for frequency band selection. In at least one such embodiment, a multi-hop repeater

chain is configured for MIMO operation in an LTE Advanced or other MIMO network, to

deliver high data rate over larger distances—e.g., further away from cell base stations. One or

more such embodiments combine MIMO operation with Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiplexing (OFDM) operation, e.g., at least on the downlink.

Broadly, in at least one embodiment, a multi-hop repeater chain is configured for use with a

wireless base station in a wireless communication network. The multi-hop repeater chain is

configured to de-aggregate downlink signals as they are propagated outward from the base

station to mobile terminals along the multi-hop repeater chain, and to aggregate uplink signals as

they are propagated inward from mobile terminals along the multi-hop repeater chain to the base

station.

In this context, "de-aggregating" the downlink signals means that each repeater relays to the next

downstream repeater those downlink signals targeted to mobile terminals indirectly supported by

the repeater, and (locally) repeats those downlink signals targeted to mobile terminals directly

supported by the repeater. In the same sense, "aggregating" uplink signals means that each

repeater relays to the next upstream repeater a combination of the uplink signals received by the

repeater from the mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater, and the uplink signals



relayed to the repeater from the next downstream repeater, for the mobile terminals indirectly

supported by the repeater. As exceptions, the last repeater does not have a next downstream

repeater, and the first repeater does not have a next upstream repeater.

Notably, the repeaters in the multi-hop repeater chain are each configured to conduct repeater-to-

mobile-terminal transmissions and mobile-terminal-to-repeater receptions using a base station

frequency spectrum. That is, each repeater uses the base station frequency spectrum—the base

station's downlink and uplink—to transmit to and receive from the mobile terminals directly

supported by the repeater.

According to the terminology herein, the terms "repeat," "repeating," "repeated," etc., refer to a

given relay transmitting downlink signals in the base station frequency spectrum, for mobile

terminal reception, or, as is done in some embodiments, to the first relay in the chain transmitting

uplink signals in the base station frequency domain, for base station reception. More broadly,

"repeating" relates to signaling in the base station frequency spectrum. Conversely, the terms

"relay," "relaying," "relayed," etc., refer to transmissions between repeaters (uplink and

downlink), which are conducted in the repeater frequency domain, and thus are not intended for

reception by mobile terminals. Thus, "relaying" as used herein broadly relates to signaling in the

repeater frequency spectrum.

In at least one embodiment, the multi-hop repeater chain described above comprises one in a

plurality of like multi-hop repeater chains, each configured in a corresponding one in a plurality

of neighboring cells in a wireless communication network. The multi-hop repeater chains are

configured to use different patterns of base station frequency spectrum assignments for repeater-

supported mobile terminals. As such, the repeater or repeaters closest to a cell edge in a given

one of the cells communicate with mobile terminals using different portions of the base station

frequency spectrum than are used by the repeaters closest to cell edges in adjacent ones of the

neighboring cells. For example, the last repeater in a multi-hop repeater chain within a given cell

is configured to use a different portion of the base station frequency spectrum than used by the

last repeaters in the chains disposed in the adjacent cells.

Another embodiment taught herein provides a method of repeater-based communications in a

cell within a wireless communication network. The method comprises de-aggregating downlink

signals as they are propagated outward along the multi-hop repeater chain from a base station in

the cell, and aggregating uplink signals as they are propagated inward along the multi-hop



repeater chain to the base station. Here, de-aggregating comprises each but the last repeater

relaying to a next repeater those downlink signals that are targeted to mobile stations indirectly

supported by the repeater, and each repeater repeating those downlink signals that are targeted to

mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater.

Similarly, aggregating by the multi-hop repeater chain comprises each but the first repeater

relaying to the next upstream repeater those uplink signals received from mobile stations directly

supported by the repeater, each but the last repeater further relaying those uplink signals received

from the next downstream repeater, and the first repeater repeating to the base station those

uplink signals received from the next downstream repeater and those uplink signals received

from the mobile terminals directly supported by the first repeater. As previously noted, each

repeater "relays" in a repeater frequency spectrum and "repeats" in a base station frequency

spectrum. Note, however, that the first repeater may be separate from the controlling base

station, or integrated with the controlling base station, and the specifics of downlink and uplink

transmissions between the base station and the first repeater are configured accordingly—e.g.,

over-the-air radio signal propagations versus direct or localized RF connections.

Of course, the present invention is not limited to the above features and advantages. Indeed,

those skilled in the art will recognize additional features and advantages upon reading the

following detailed description, and upon viewing the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a repeater chain, including two or more

repeaters, shown with an associated, controlling base station.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a repeater, illustrating example uplink and

downlink transceivers.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a repeater chain, including two repeater positions

within the chain where paralleled repeaters are used for diversity transmission/reception.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a repeater, for use in a multi-hop repeater chain,

including a repeater controller and a spectrum analyzer, for finding repeater-to-repeater relay

frequencies.

Fig. 5 is a diagram of one example of subdividing the base station frequency spectrum into

multiple bands.



Fig. 6 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a repeater chain, wherein each repeater operates

with a different subdivision of the base station frequency spectrum, with respect to those mobile

terminals directly supported by the repeater.

Fig. 7 is a diagram of three cells and the use of low pass, middle pass, and high pass spectrum

allocations for repeater chains in adjacent cells, as a form of spectral interleaving to reduce inter-

cell interference caused by cell-edge repeaters.

Fig. 8 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a repeater chain, shown in context with a

wireless communication network.

Figs. 9 and 10 are diagrams of example frequency translations at a given repeater, or a given

chain of repeaters .

Fig. 11 is a block diagram of another embodiment of a repeater.

Fig. 12 is a block diagram of an analog embodiment of an uplink transceiver for use in a

repeater.

Fig. 13 is a diagram of example aggregation of uplink signals, at a given repeater in a repeater

chain.

Fig. 14 is a block diagram of one embodiment of clock generation and frequency synthesizing

circuitry, for use in the uplink/downlink transceivers of a repeater.

Fig. 15 is a diagram of example uplink spectrum aggregation for a repeater chain, and further

illustrates example watermark signal insertion.

Fig. 16 is a block diagram of an analog embodiment of a downlink transceiver for use in a

repeater.

Fig. 17 is a diagram of example de-aggregation of downlink signals, at a given repeater in a

repeater chain.

Fig. 18 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a digital implementation of uplink and

downlink transceivers in a repeater.

Fig. 19 is a block diagram of additional example details, for a digital embodiment of a downlink

transceiver for use in a repeater.

Fig. 20 is a block diagram of additional example details, for a digital embodiment of an uplink

transceiver for use in a repeater.

Fig. 21 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a digital signal processing circuit for multi-path

echo cancellation in a repeater.



Fig. 22 is a block diagram of another embodiment of a digital signal processing circuit for multi-

path echo cancellation in a repeater.

Fig. 23 is a diagram of three example cells, each including a base station and an associated

repeater chain, where the base stations and repeaters are configured to implement a Spatial

Interleaved Spectrum (SIS), wherein the pattern of usage for the base station frequency spectrum

is differentiated between the repeater chains in neighboring cells, for interference reduction.

Fig. 24 is a diagram of per-cell spectrum utilization, for an embodiment of SIS, as regards the

three-cell example of Fig. 23.

Fig. 25 is a diagram of an example wireless communication network, having a plurality of cells

embodying an example SIS pattern.

Fig. 26 is a diagram of patterned spectrum usage, for an embodiment of SIS.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a multi-hop repeater chain 10 for use with a wireless base

station 12 in a wireless communication network (not explicitly shown). The multi-hop repeater

chain 10 includes two or more repeaters 14. For this discussion, "repeaters 14" is used to refer to

the overall set of repeaters 14 in the (multi-hop) repeater chain 10, and "repeater 14" is used to

refer generically to any given one of those repeaters 14. Where needed for clarity, the discussion

makes use of suffixes to differentiate between repeaters 14. Thus, the diagram depicts two

repeaters 14 in the chain, denoted as 14-1 and 14-2.

In operation, the repeater chain 10 de-aggregates downlink signals as they are propagated

outward from the base station 12 to mobile terminals 16 along the repeater chain 10. Similarly,

the repeater chain 10 aggregates uplink signals as they are propagated inward from mobile

terminals 16 along the repeater chain 10 to the base station 12. With this arrangement, each

repeater 14 supports a given group 18 of mobile terminals 16. For example, the repeaters 14 may

report receiver signal strengths (uplink and/or downlink) to the base station 12, and the base

station 12 may assign given mobile terminals 16 to given ones of the repeaters 14, based on

signal strengths, loading, etc. Of course, such groupings may be changed dynamically, as a

function of changing reception conditions, resource loading, mobile terminal mobility, etc.

In any case, the diagram depicts the repeater 14-1 as directly supporting a first group 18-1 of

mobile terminals 16, and depicts the repeater 14-2 as directly supporting a second group 18-2 of



mobile terminals 16. As the repeater 14-1 is "upstream" from the repeater 14-2, in terms of

repeater positions within the repeater chain 10, it will be appreciated that the repeater 14-1

indirectly supports the mobile terminals 16 in the group 18-2, in the sense that downlink signals

targeted to the mobile terminals 16 in the group 18-2 are relayed to the repeater 14-2 through the

repeater 14-1.

Similarly, uplink signals transmitted by the mobile terminals 16 in the group 18-2 are received

by the repeater 14-2, and relayed (via repeater-to-repeater transmission) to the repeater 14-1 ,

which repeats them to the base station 12. Thus, as used herein, a given repeater 14 in the chain

10 is regarded as directly supporting those mobile terminals 16 currently in its associated group

18, and is regarded as indirectly supporting all mobile terminals 16 that are directly supported by

repeaters 14 that are downstream (i.e., further along) in the repeater chain 10.

Notably, each repeater 14 repeats downlink signals to its directly-supported mobile terminals 16

using a base station frequency spectrum 20. Likewise, each repeater 14 receives uplink signal

transmissions in the base station frequency spectrum 20 from its directly-supported mobile

terminals 16. However, for repeater-to-repeater relay transmissions, each repeater 14 uses a

repeater frequency spectrum 22. Here, the "base station frequency spectrum 20" is the collection

of base station downlink and uplink frequencies, as defined by the particular air interface

adopted by the base station 12 and mobile terminals 16.

As such, the repeater frequency spectrum 22—which, like the base station frequency spectrum

20, may be contiguous or non-contiguous — is outside of the base station frequency spectrum 20.

As such, inter-repeater communications (i.e., relaying) do not interfere with downlink and uplink

signals transmitted in the base station frequency spectrum 20. Again, according to the

terminology herein, transmitting in the repeater frequency spectrum 22 from one repeater 14 to

another repeater 14 is referred to as "relaying." Conversely, transmitting in the base station

frequency spectrum 20 from a given repeater 14 to its directly supported mobile terminals 16 is

referred to as "repeating." Likewise, in embodiments where the first repeater 14 in the chain 10

is not co-located with the base station 12, the first repeater 14 can be understood as repeating in

the base station frequency spectrum 20 all uplink signals collected (aggregated) from the

downstream repeaters 14, along with those uplink signals from its directly supported mobile

terminals 16.



Accordingly, as a further example, a first repeater 14 in a multi-hop repeater chain 10 receives

aggregated downlink signals from the base station 12, which include downlink signals for all

mobile terminals 16 supported by the overall chain 10. The first repeater 14 repeats (using the

base station frequency spectrum 20) those particular downlink signals targeted to any mobile

terminals 16 that are directly supported by the first repeater 14. Conversely, the first repeater 14

relays to the next repeater 14 in the chain 10 those downlink signals that are targeted to mobile

terminals 16 supported by the next or any subsequent repeater 14 in the chain 10. These

"downstream" mobile terminals thus may be regarded as being indirectly supported mobile

terminals, from the perspective of the first repeater 14.

In turn, each subsequent repeater 14 along the chain 10 can be understood as receiving relayed

downlink signals, some of which may be targeted to its directly supported mobile terminals 16

and some of which may be targeted to its indirectly supported mobile terminals 16, if any. As

such, each such repeater 14 repeats in the base station frequency spectrum 20 those downlink

signals targeted to its directly supported mobile terminals 16, and relays in the repeater

frequency spectrum 22 those downlink signals targeted to its indirectly supported mobile

terminals 16.

Also, note that the diagonal dashed line from the repeater 14-1 to the mobile terminal group 18-2

(and from the repeater 14-2 to the mobile terminal group 18-1) indicates that the repeater chain

10 can be configured for diversity transmission to one or more mobile terminals 16. For

example, one or more of the mobile terminals 16 in the group 18-2 may have communication

links to both repeaters 14-1 and 14-2 and/or one or more of the mobile terminals 16 in the group

18-1 may have communication links to both repeaters 14-1 and 14-2. These diversity connection

capabilities reduce the need for accurately locating given mobile terminals 16 with respect to

repeaters 14 in the chain 10, and provide for the possibility of improved communication

performance through diversity-enhanced reception.

In any case, with the above aggregation/de-aggregation and frequency-translation functions in

mind, Fig. 2 illustrates that each repeater 14 comprises an uplink transceiver 30, a downlink

transceiver 32, and a repeater controller 34. The uplink and downlink transceivers 30 and 32 are

configured to conduct repeater-to-mobile -terminal transmissions and mobile-terminal-to-repeater

receptions using the base station frequency spectrum 20, and to conduct repeater-to-repeater

transmissions and receptions using the repeater frequency spectrum 22. (Note that Fig. 2 does not



explicitly depict receive/transmit antennas, but those skilled in the art will appreciate that the

transceivers 30 and 32 include or are associated with one or more antennas. Further, note that in

at least one embodiment, one or more repeaters 14 in the repeater chain 10 include beam forming

circuits and antenna elements, for point-to-point communications with a next repeater, or with

the wireless base station. Thus, one or both of the transceivers 30 and 32 may be configured for

beam forming.)

As an example of Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) embodiments of the repeaters 14,

each transceiver 30 and 32 includes multiple receive antennas and multiple transmit antennas in

the relaying paths, as well as in the repeating paths. In at least one such embodiment, each

repeater 14 comprises a MIMO Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) repeater. In

the same or other embodiments, each repeater 14 in the chain 10 comprises a "Layer 1" repeater.

Further, in the same or another embodiment, the chain 10 includes two or more repeaters 14

operating in a parallel, diversity-transmission mode for at least one of downlink signal repeating

and uplink signal repeating. See Fig. 3 for an example of a diversity-configured chain 10 of

repeaters 14.

Regardless, as a non-limiting operating advantage provided by one or more embodiments of the

repeater chain 10 taught herein, each repeater 14 is configured to limit its usage of the base

station frequency spectrum 20, according to base station frequency spectrum assignments of

those mobile terminals 16 directly supported by the repeater 14. Doing so offers the advantages

of consuming less power at the repeater 14 and causing less system interference (as compared to

repeating over the whole base station frequency spectrum 20).

In OFDM and other embodiments of the base-station/repeater chain contemplated herein, a

mobile terminal 16 can be configured to communicate with the base station 12 directly, with one

repeater 14 or multiple repeaters 14, or with one or more repeaters 14 and the base station 12.

The multi-path communication between a mobile terminal 16 and a group of repeaters 14 as well

as base station 12, can improve the SNR or data-rate. In one such embodiment, a multi-hop

repeater chain 10 provides for improved SNRs by virtue of being configured to support

concurrent multipath communications between a given mobile terminal 16 and (a) two or more

repeaters 14 in the multi-hop repeater chain 10, each such repeater sending to or receiving from

the mobile terminal 16 in the base station frequency spectrum, or (b) at least one repeater 14 in

the multi-hop repeater chain 10 and the base station 12, where the repeater 14 and the base



station 12 each send to or receive from the mobile terminal 16 in the base station frequency

spectrum.

As for the repeater controller 34 illustrated in Fig. 2, in one or more embodiments, it is

configured to control communication frequencies of the repeater 14 in which it is included,

responsive to receiving configuration messages from a master repeater in the repeater chain 10,

or from the base station 12. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the repeater controller 34

comprises, in at least one embodiment, one or more microprocessor-based circuits (including

memory or other supporting storage). Configuration of the repeater controller 34 in such

embodiments is based on, for example, the particular computer program instructions stored in the

repeater 14 and executed by the repeater controller 34.

Communication frequencies of interest at each given repeater 14 include the particular base

station frequency assignments (taken individually, or taken in group or band-wise within the

overall base station frequency spectrum 20). Further, in at least one embodiment, the

communication frequencies of interest include the particular bands or sub-bands within the

repeater frequency spectrum 22 that are used by a given repeater 14, and by the immediate

upstream and downstream repeaters 14 (if any) that relay to the given repeater 14. Frequency

control/selectivity at each repeater 14 supports the de-aggregation of downlink signals

propagated along the repeater chain 10, as well as the aggregation of uplink signals propagated

along the repeater chain 10.

Referring still to the example of Fig. 2, the repeater chain 10 de-aggregates downlink signals as

they are propagated outward along the repeater chain 10 by, at each but the last repeater 14,

receiving incoming downlink signals and separating them into first outgoing downlink signals,

which are repeated to mobile terminals 16 directly supported by the repeater 14, and second

outgoing downlink signals, which are targeted to mobile terminals 16 indirectly supported by the

repeater 14, and which are relayed to the next downstream repeater 14 in the repeater chain 10.

Conversely, the repeater chain 10 aggregates uplink signals as they are propagated inward along

the repeater chain 10 by, at each but the last repeater 14, receiving first incoming uplink signals

transmitted from mobile terminals 16 directly supported by the repeater 14, and receiving second

incoming uplink signals relayed from the next downstream repeater 14 in the repeater chain 10.

The repeater 14 combines the first and second incoming uplink signals into outgoing uplink

signals, and repeats the outgoing uplink signals to the base station 12, if the repeater 14 is the



first repeater 14, or otherwise relays them to the next upstream repeater 14 in the repeater chain

10.

As an example, an "intermediate" repeater 14 is any repeater 14 in the chain 10 between the first

and last repeaters 14. In one or more embodiments, the downlink transceiver 32 in such

intermediate repeater 14 is configured to receive incoming downlink signals relayed from the

next upstream repeater 14, separate the incoming downlink signals into first outgoing downlink

signals, which are targeted to mobile terminals 16 directly supported by the repeater 14, and

second outgoing downlink signals, which are targeted to mobile terminals 16 indirectly

supported by the repeater 14.

In other words, the downlink transceiver 32 receives downlink signals in the repeater frequency

spectrum 22, as relayed by the next upstream repeater 14 in the chain 10, repeats some of those

downlink signals (via transmission in the base station frequency spectrum 20), and relays some

of them (via transmission in the repeater frequency spectrum) to the next downstream repeater 14

in the chain 10. The incoming downlink signals that are repeated in the base station frequency

spectrum 20 are those targeted to the mobile terminals 16 directly supported by the repeater 14,

while those that are relayed are the remaining downlink signals, targeted to mobile terminals 16

supported by subsequent repeaters 14 in the chain 10. Such separation may be done in terms of

frequency bands, and those skilled in the art will realize that, practically, there may be some

overlap between the repeated versus the relayed downlink signals.

In any case, the downlink transceiver 32 repeats the first outgoing downlink signals in the base

station frequency spectrum 20, for reception by mobile terminals 16 directly supported by the

repeater 14, and relays the second outgoing downlink signals in the repeater frequency spectrum

22, for reception by the next downstream repeater 14 in the repeater chain 10. As such, the

downlink transceiver 32 includes a receiver 40, for receiving the incoming downlink signals, a

first transmitter 42, for repeating the first outgoing downlink signals, and a second transmitter

44, for relaying the second outgoing downlink signals.

Further, the downlink transceiver 32 includes a spectrum processor 46 that includes an analog or

digital baseband filter circuit (not shown). The filter circuit is configurable for separating the

incoming downlink signals into the first and second outgoing downlink signals. For example,

baseband filtering is configured according to base station frequency spectrum assignments of the

mobile terminals 16 directly supported by the repeater 14. In this regard, one or more



embodiments contemplated herein cluster or otherwise frequency assignments for the mobile

stations 16 in the group 18 that is assigned to a given repeater 14, to facilitate filtering and

separating those signals.

Note that the downlink transceiver 32 in a first repeater 14 in a repeater chain 10 may include

substantially the same receiver, transmitter, and spectrum processing circuits as described for the

intermediate repeater 14. However, it should be appreciated that the receiver 40 in the downlink

transceiver 32 of all but the first repeater 14 is configured to receive downlink signals relayed by

an immediately preceding repeater 14 in the repeater chain 10. As such, the receiver 40 is (at

least operationally) configured to receive downlink signals in the repeater frequency spectrum

22. However, the first repeater 14 receives downlink signals directly from the base station 12. As

such, the receiver 40 in the first repeater is configured (at least operationally) to receive

downlink signals in the base station frequency spectrum 20. The receiver 40 and/or spectrum

processor 46 in each but the first repeater 14 therefore may perform additional frequency

translation. Note, too, that the last repeater 14 in the chain 10 generally does not relay downlink

signals, as there are no succeeding repeaters 14 in the chain 10. That last repeater 14 can omit the

second transmitter 44, or otherwise disable it, if desired.

In a similar approach, in one or more embodiments, the uplink transceiver in each intermediate

repeater 14 is configured to receive first incoming uplink signals transmitted from mobile

terminals 16 directly supported by the repeater 14 and second incoming uplink signals relayed

from the next downstream repeater 14. Further, the uplink transceiver 30 is configured to

combine the first and second incoming uplink signals into outgoing uplink signals, for relaying

to the next upstream repeater 14 in the repeater chain 10.

In at least one such embodiment, the uplink transceiver 30 includes a first receiver 50, for

receiving the first incoming uplink signals, a second receiver 52, for receiving the second

incoming uplink signals, and a transmitter 54, for relaying the outgoing uplink signals. Further,

the uplink transceiver 30 includes a spectrum processor 56 that includes an analog or digital

baseband combining circuit (not shown) that is configurable for combining the first and second

incoming uplink signals.

Note that the transmitter 54 in each but the first repeater 14 transmits (relays) uplink signals in

the repeater frequency spectrum 22. However, the transmitter 54 in the first repeater 14 repeats

uplink signals to the base station 12 in the base station frequency spectrum 20. Thus, there are at



least operationally configured differences between the transmitters 54 in the first repeater 14 and

in the remaining repeaters 14. Also, the last repeater 14 does not necessarily need the second

receiver 52, as it is not receiving uplink signals relayed from any succeeding repeater 14. The

second receiver 52 in the last repeater 14 can be omitted, or at least disabled, if desired.

Broadly, in one or more embodiments, each repeater 14 includes a frequency-configurable

spectrum processor (e.g., 46 and/or 56) that is dynamically configurable for desired aggregating

and de-aggregating operations at the repeater 14. Further, the receiver and transmitter resources

at each such repeater 14 are configurable, for the communication signal frequencies of interest

(and for the associated shifting, filtering, etc.).

As for repeater-to-repeater communication frequencies, the repeater frequency spectrum 22 may

be dynamically or statically divided into bands, such that each repeater 14 transmits in a different

band or in the same band but for different locations or directions, for relaying uplink and/or

downlink signals. As such, and with reference to Fig. 4, in at least one embodiment, one or more

of the repeaters 14 include a spectrum analyzer 60 and an associated repeater controller 62.

These items are configured for identifying, according to interference measurements, particular

frequency bands within the repeater frequency spectrum 22 to be used by one or more of the

repeaters 14, for repeater-to-repeater communications. For example, each repeater 14 includes a

spectrum analyzer 60 and an associated controller 62, where the controller 62 is configured to

make interference measurements within the repeater frequency spectrum 22, to identify one or

more preferred frequency bands in the repeater frequency spectrum 22, for use by the repeater 14

in relaying uplink or downlink signals.

Further, each repeater 14 may include a repeater-to-repeater communications interface 64, for

sending/receiving repeater command/control messages. In such embodiments, the controller 62

in each repeater 14 may be configured either to select the preferred frequency bands and report

the selected frequency bands to the other repeaters 14 (to avoid relaying conflicts between

repeaters), or to report the preferred frequency bands to a master repeater 14. In that latter case,

each repeater 14 reports preferred frequency bands to the master repeater, which is configured to

reconcile such preferences among the repeaters 14, and the controller in each repeater 14

correspondingly receives frequency band assignments from the master repeater 14.

It is contemplated herein that particular methods of frequency assignment, at least as regards the

base station frequency spectrum 20, reduce inter-cell interference in a wireless communication



network. For example, in one contemplated embodiment, there is a plurality of repeater chains

10, as described herein, each configured in a corresponding one in a plurality of neighboring

cells in a wireless communication network (not shown). The repeater chains 10 are configured to

use different patterns of base station frequency spectrum assignments for repeater-supported

mobile terminals 16, such that the repeaters 14 close to a cell edge in a given one of the cells

communicates with (its) mobile terminals 16 using different portions of the base station

frequency spectrum 20 than are used by the repeaters close to cell edges in adjacent ones of the

neighboring cells (to communicate with their mobile terminals 16). For example, the last group

of repeaters 16 in a repeater chain 10 within a given cell may be configured (statically or

dynamically) to use different portions of the base station frequency spectrum 20 than that used

by like last repeaters 16 in the repeater chains 10 operating in the adjacent cells. Also, it should

be understood that more than one repeater 14 in a chain 10 can be configured to deliver the same

signal to a given mobile terminal 16, e.g., several repeaters 14 can deliver the same signal to a

mobile terminal 16.

The above frequency assignment patterning will be described in further embodiments later

herein, however, Fig. 5 illustrates the base station frequency spectrum 20 may be "divided" into

multiple bands, e.g., BANDl, BAND2, and BAND3. Assume a three-repeater chain 10, wherein

(from first to last) the three repeaters 14 are denoted as Rl, R2, and R3. In this case, BANDl

may be assigned to Rl, BAND2 to R2, and BAND3 to R3. In a more particular example, the

base station 12 is configured with the processing intelligence to assign base station spectrum

frequency resources to mobile terminals 16 in such a way that the group 18 of mobile terminals

16 directly supported by each repeater are all assigned resources from within the same band or

bands.

See, for example, Fig. 6, which continues the three-band/three-repeater example. One sees that

the base station 12 transmits/receives the full spectrum of downlink/uplink signals, across

BANDl, BAND2, and BAND3. Thus, Rl receives downlink signals in BANDl, BAND2, and

BAND3. R l repeats the BANDl downlink signals in the base station frequency spectrum 20, and

relays the downlink signals in BAND2 and BAND3 to the next repeater 14 (R2). In doing so,

BAND2 and BAND3 are translated or otherwise shifted into the repeater frequency spectrum 22.

In turn, R2 repeats BAND2 in the base station frequency spectrum 20, and relays BAND3 in the

repeater frequency spectrum 22. R3 repeats BAND3 in the base station frequency spectrum 20.



As noted before, filtering generally is not perfect, there may be some overlap in the band

frequencies, and, practically, there may be some retransmission and/or relaying of out-of-band

frequencies by one or more of the repeaters 14.

Such band divisions can be used on the downlink and/or the uplink. Broadly, it will be

appreciated that repeaters 14 in the repeater chain 10 in one cell can be configured—such as by

managing mobile terminal frequency assignments—to repeat in different frequency bands than

their counterpart repeaters 14 in another chain 10, in an adjacent cell. In at least one

embodiment, usage of the base station spectrum 20 by the repeaters 14 is gradually or

incrementally changed along the chain 10, so that the bandwidth of the repeaters 14 become

narrower and narrower approaching the cell edge.

Referring momentarily to Fig. 7, one sees three (neighboring) cells depicted as CELLl, CELL2,

and CELL3. Each cell includes a multi-hop repeater chain 10 having repeaters 14 (Rl, R2, . . .,

Rm). The repeaters 14 can be configured into three groups (one group in each cell). One group,

comprising the chain 10 for CELLl, is set for Low Pass Spectrum, and another group (the chain

10 for CELL2) is set for Middle Pass Spectrum, and a third group (the chain 10 for CELL3) is

set for High Pass Spectrum. Thus, the repeaters 14 close to the cell edge in one cell will have

reduced interference from the cell-edge repeaters 14 in the other cells. Of course, the cells can be

configured into r groups, where r is an integer larger or equal to three, to reduce the interference.

That is, the inter-cell interference reduction patterns of spectral usage by repeater chains 10 in

neighboring cells can encompass two, three, or a larger number of cells, and such patterning can

be repeated within even larger groups of cells.

Thus, one or more embodiments taught herein provide a method of reducing inter-cell

interference between neighboring cells in a wireless communication network, each cell including

abase station 12 and a chain 10 of two or more repeaters 14. The method comprising dividing a

base station frequency spectrum 20 among the repeaters 14 in each cell, so that each repeater 14

operates with respect to its supported mobile terminals 16 on a different portion of the base

station frequency spectrum 20, and using a different division of the base station spectrum 20

between two neighboring cells, so that a last, cell-edge repeater 14 in the repeater chain 10 of

one neighboring cell operates in a different portion of the base station frequency spectrum 20

than does a last, cell-edge repeater 14 in the other neighboring cell(s).



Accordingly, the method further includes allocating frequency resources to repeater-supported

mobile terminals 16 operating within each cell in accordance with the portion of the base station

frequency spectrum 20 used by their supporting repeaters 16. With this arrangement, each

repeater chain 10 provides for propagating downlink signals from the base station 12 along the

repeater chain 10, at least as far as needed to reach the repeater-supported mobile terminals 16

targeted by those downlink signals. Further, the method provides for propagating uplink signals

from repeater-supported mobile terminals 16 along the repeater chain 10, back to the base station

12, based on repeater-to-repeater transmissions conducted in a repeater frequency spectrum 22,

which is different than the base station frequency spectrum 20.

For any given cell, propagating downlink signals from the base station 12 along the repeater

chain 10 at least as far as needed to reach the repeater-supported mobile terminals 16 targeted by

those downlink signals comprises each intermediate repeater 14 in the chain 10 receiving

downlink signals from a preceding repeater in the chain 10, and repeating for reception by its

directly supported mobile terminals 16 that portion of the received downlink signals

corresponding to that portion of the base station frequency spectrum 20 in which the repeater 14

operates, and further propagating (relaying) at least the remaining portion of the received

downlink signals on to a succeeding repeater 14 in the chain 10.

In at least one such embodiment, propagating uplink signals from the repeater-supported mobile

terminals 16 along the repeater chain 10 back to the base station 12 comprises each intermediate

repeater 14 in the chain 10 receiving uplink signals from its directly supported mobile terminals

16 and from a succeeding repeater 14 in the chain 10, combining those uplink signals and

propagating them to a preceding repeater 14 in the chain 10. Further, one or more such

embodiments includes dynamically changing the division of base station spectrum 20 among the

repeaters 14 in each cell, to adapt the portions of base station frequency spectrum 20 used by the

repeaters 14, to account for changing numbers of mobile terminals 16 being supported by

individual ones of the repeaters 14.

For example, dynamically changing the division of the base station spectrum 20 among the

repeaters 14 in each cell comprises dynamically adapting one or both of filter bank center

frequencies and filter bank bandwidths in repeater filtering/combining circuits, in one or more of

the repeaters 14, to adjust that portion of the base station frequency spectrum 20 at which each of

the one or more repeaters 14 operates. In a non-limiting case, dividing the base station frequency



spectrum 20 in one neighboring cell comprises associating progressively higher frequencies in

the base station spectrum 20 with each succeeding repeater 14 in the chain 10 of repeaters 14 in

that cell, and dividing the base station frequency spectrum 20 in another neighboring cell

comprises associating progressively lower frequencies in the base station spectrum 20 with

succeeding repeaters 14 in the chain 10 of repeaters 14 in that cell.

Further, note that in one or more embodiments each repeater 14 includes at least one of (a) one

or more variable bandwidth band pass filters or (b) one or more low-pass filters and frequency

translation circuits, which are configurable via one or more control messages received by the

repeater, for aggregating uplink signals and de-aggregating downlink signals at the repeater. That

is, the de-aggregation (and aggregation) operations that are desired for each repeater 14 in a

given chain 10 of such repeaters, can be carried out via configurable filter circuits, whether they

are implemented using variable bandwidth band pass filter circuits and/or using low pass filter

circuits and associated frequency translation circuits. Further, in at least one such embodiment,

the base station 12 (or one of the repeaters 14) acts as a master controller for the repeater chain

10, and sends control messages (e.g., RCCI communications) along the repeater chain 10, where

the message(s) targeted to a specific repeater 14 include instructions for configuring its filtering

circuits, for the desired frequencies of operation.

In any case, the above frequency patterning is an example of "spectral interleaving" as described

in more detail later herein. However, it should be understood that spectral interleaving can be

used to significant advantage in multi-cell communication networks. Fig. 8 depicts such a

wireless communication network 80, where one cell 82 is depicted for simplicity. It should be

understood that a plurality of neighboring cells 82 could each include a repeater chain 10 that is

associated with the cell's base station 12, and that the plurality of base stations/cells may be

associated with a Core Network (CN) 84. In turn, the CN 84 provides communicative access to

one or more external networks 86, such as the Internet.

One or more embodiments of the proposed repeaters 14 provide MIMO support, as well as

supporting multiple band operation. For multiple band MIMO embodiments of the repeaters 14,

the transmitter and receiver antennas of each repeater 14 can be shared by different radio bands

with duplex filters and antenna switches, and the transmitter and receiver channels can be

duplicated and optimized at different frequency bands. Within the cell area covered by the base

station 12, the plurality of repeaters 14 in the chain 10 can be installed/positioned, for use in



relaying downlink and uplink signals between the base station and one or more mobile terminals

16, e.g., high-rate data signals, such as used in LTE Advanced.

In Fig. 8, one sees that the base station frequency spectrum 20 includes one of more downlink

frequency bands / BSDL , an d one or more uplink frequency bands / BSUL - One further sees that each

relay 14 repeats downlink signals to its directly supported mobile terminals 16 in the downlink

frequency bands / BSDL
an d receives uplink signals from those directly supported mobile

terminals 16, in the uplink frequency bands / BSUL -

The above use of frequency spectrum can be used for multi-band transmission/reception, where

the base station 12 and one or more of the mobile terminals 16 transmit/receive information in

several bands simultaneously, at least for short periods, for high-rate transfers. For supporting

such cases, the repeaters 14 may be equipped with paralleled radio transceivers (in 30 and/or 32)

that operate in different frequency bands, for the frequency and band aggregations needed to

reach maximum data rates.

Still further, one sees that each repeater 14 uses different bands within the repeater frequency

spectrum 22, e.g., Rl relays downlink signals using one or more bands in the repeater frequency

spectrum 22 denoted as bands / RRW L , an d receives (relayed) uplink signals from R2 on one or

more bands in the repeater frequency spectrum 22 denoted as bands bands / RR2UL - All BS-to-

terminal and terminal-to-BS channel signaling and control information is also transmitted in the

down/up links.

Additionally, repeater command/control and information signaling messages may be carried to

and from given ones of the repeaters over an "RCCI" (Repeater Channel Control Information)

connection, spanning the repeater chain 10. (Referring to Fig. 4 momentarily, the RCCI signaling

between repeaters 14 may use the repeater communication interface 64/repeater controller 62,

and may be carried out in the repeater frequency spectrum 22.) In at least one embodiment

contemplated herein, RCCI signaling between repeaters is a low-rate, low-overhead protocol that

allows repeaters 14 to share command and control information, to coordinate their operations.

Each repeater 14 thus may have bi-directional control links to uplink towards the base station 12

and downlink control links towards next successive repeater 14 in the downstream.

As for relaying uplink and downlink signals between repeaters 14, the repeater-to-repeater

communications between any two repeaters 14 can be based on defining the repeater frequency



spectrum 22 in any available (and allowable) radio spectrum existing in the local areas where the

repeaters 14 are located. Repeater frequency spectrum 22 can be reused between repeaters in

different cells, although band selection may be performed to minimize interference between

repeaters 14. For example, as depicted in Fig. 4, each repeater 14 may include a spectrum

analyzer 60, to find preferred (low-interference) bands for repeater-to-repeater communications.

In general, the repeater frequency spectrum 22 is outside of the base station frequency spectrum

20, and, in one or more embodiments, the repeater frequency spectrum 22 is chosen higher than

the "normal" or standard mobile telecommunication frequency spectrum, for example in the

range of 3-15GHz. Choosing higher frequencies minimizes the size requirements for the

transmit/receive antennas used by the repeaters 14, for inter-repeater communications. Also, in

one or more embodiments contemplated herein, the communication connections between the

repeaters 14 are based on wire-line coupling.

In comparing conventional terminal-to-base station communications, which are based on a

particular frequency channel, the repeaters 14 translate the received base station frequency

spectrum 20 into the repeater frequency spectrum 22. For an example case of two frequency

bands within the base station frequency spectrum 20, Fig. 9 illustrates an example translation.

One sees that the base station 12 transmits/receives in two frequency bands (f sDu/f suu,

Ϊ BSDL2lf BSUL2) within the base station frequency spectrum 20. A first repeater 14 in the associated

chain 10 of repeaters 14 downconverts h fBSDLl f sDL2 signals into baseband (BB), for

processing (filtering/separation).

Then, the repeater 14 repeats in the same base station frequency bands those downlink signals

targeted to its directly supported mobile terminals 16 and relays the remaining downlink signals

to the next repeater 14, by shifting them into the repeater frequency spectrum 22 (on

corresponding bands / RDLI a n d / RDU)- Similar frequency translation for relaying and

retransmission on the uplink is shown forfBSuLl,fBSUL2,

Fig. 10 illustrates an example one-band case, for frequency translation between a given mobile

terminal 16 and the base station 12, through three repeaters 14 (Rl, R2, and R3). One sees in plot

(a) that transmissions from a mobile terminal 16 ("UE" for user equipment in the diagram) are

transmitted (as normal) in the base station uplink / BSUL -The R3 repeater 14 translates the uplink

signals into a band denoted S RULI m the repeater frequency spectrum 22 and relays them to the



next upstream repeater, the R2 repeater 14. In turn, the R2 repeater 14 relays the uplink signals to

the R l repeater 14, using a different band / RUL 2 within the repeater frequency spectrum 22. The

Rl repeater 14 receives the relayed uplink signals in the / RUL 2 frequencies, translates them back

to the correct base station frequency band f suL -
a n d repeats them to the base station 12. Similar

processing is depicted in the (b) plot, for downlink transmissions to the mobile terminal 16, from

the base station 12, through the three repeaters Rl, R2, and R3.

Note, too, that the (fRULhfRUu) an d (fRDLhfRDu) frequencies can be reused within a given cell,

or among a group of neighboring cells. For example, a combination of two frequency pairs can

be used where the repeaters 1, 3, 5, . . ., Q/ ROL I f RULi for relaying and the repeaters 2, 4, 6,

. . ., Q/ ROL 2 f RUL2-Alternating/spacing frequency reuse in this manner reduces interference

within or among the cells. This two-frequency pair method can be applied to m-interleaved

frequency groups, which can eliminate or greatly reduce the frequency interference among

repeaters 14.

The above frequency translation can also be used in multi-band cases where paralleled

uplink/downlink repeaters are used—such as shown in Fig. 3—where more relaying frequencies

are needed. More broadly, the relaying frequencies within the repeater frequency spectrum 22, as

used by a given repeater 14 on the uplink and/or downlink, can be indicated or controlled via

messages over the RCCI interface of the repeaters 14. For example, in one or more

embodiments, the RCCI includes these items: a repeater Identification Code (IC); Repeater

Uplink Frequency (RCUF) assignments, Repeater Downlink Frequency (RCDF) assignments,

Base-station Downlink Frequency (BDF) information, Base-station Uplink Frequency (BUF)

information, Transmitter Power Levels (TPL), Receiver Signal Strengths (RSS), Beamforming

Control Data (BFCD), Band Spectrum Estimation (BSE), Channel Code (CC), and Channel

Quality Information (CQI).

The IC data identifies the physical address of each given repeater in a chain 10. It is therefore

possible to direct messages to particularly identified repeaters 14, and to receive repeater

identifications in RCCI messages. Being able to identify repeaters 14 from their message IDs

provides for detecting or measuring the performance of a particular repeater 14 along a repeater

chain 10, according to its IC, and for sending configuration messages targeted to that particular

repeater 14.



The frequency translation information mentioned above includes RCUF, RCDF, BDF and BUF.

Each RCUF and RCDF has a pair of frequencies for receiving and transmitting. Based on those

frequency parameters, a repeater 14 can generate the needed communication signal frequencies

using its frequency synthesizers, and thereby carry out the needed frequency translations.

Continuing with the RCCI items, TPL is the power level (or levels) that a repeater 14 uses for

retransmission and for relaying—i.e., three power levels: Repeater uplink relaying power,

Repeater downlink relaying power and local downlink retransmissions to mobile terminals 16

directly supported by the repeater 14.

Still further, the RSS information indicates the received radio signal strengths at the repeater's

receivers. This information includes three signal strengths: Repeater downlink received signal

strength, Repeater uplink received signal strength, and the received signal strength(s) of uplink

signals, as transmitted by the repeater's directly-supported mobile terminals 16.

Still further, the Beamforming control data (BFCD) is used for setting the direction(s) of

transceiver antenna arrays or parabolic antennas at the given repeater 14. For phased array

antennas or motor driven parabolic antennas, for example, the data contains settings for repeater

downlink and uplink antennas. For downlink transmission and uplink reception in the base

station frequency spectrum 20 (with the repeater's local mobile terminals 16), beamforming may

be replaced by MIMO antennas.

Still further, the Band spectrum estimation (BSE) item relates to spectrum analysis done for or

by a repeater 14. The spectrum estimation is done, for example, by the spectrum analyzer 60 of a

given repeater 14, as shown in Fig. 4 . In one or more embodiments, the spectrum analyzer 60

includes a frequency-tunable Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), a mixer driven by a clock generator

at a variable scanning frequency, a low-pass filter, and a power level detector. The LNA and the

mixer form a homodyne receiver and by scanning the clock frequency, the noise level in a given

frequency band is detected. The noise level and corresponding frequency are recorded. Such

scanning may be carried out over multiple bands within the repeater frequency spectrum 22.

After sweeping over multiple bands, the repeater controller 62 determines the "best" radio band

as the one having the lowest measured noise level. (In one or more such embodiments, the

evaluation of the "best" radio band also may take into consideration which bands complement a

desired frequency reuse/interleaving pattern across multiple receivers, knowledge of which

bands are in use elsewhere (e.g., for considerations of expected or probabilistic



loading/interference issues), etc. In at least one embodiment, the BSE has two data fields, for

uplink and downlink, respectively.

All of the above-mentioned RCCI data may be stored/carried in an RCCI data frame. Further,

such information may be channel-coded, for protecting the data against channel errors. Corrected

bit errors in received RCCI data frames may be stored at a given repeater 14 as channel quality

information (CQI) for RCCI signaling. Such CQI information can be packaged into a next RCCI

data frame to be transmitted by the given repeater 14, before its channel coding. As such, RCCI

channel quality can be exchanged or otherwise advertised between repeaters 14 in the chain 10,

and transmission power and/or coding robustness can be correspondingly adapted.

RCCI transmissions may be communicated between the base station 12 and its associated chain

10 of repeaters 14, and, of course, between repeaters 14. RCCI transmissions between the base

station 12 and the first repeater 14 in the chain 10 may be conducted in the repeater frequency

spectrum 22, e.g., using a fixed auxiliary channel defined in that spectrum. Alternatively, such

information is communicated with frequencies in a radio band of the base station frequency

spectrum 20, which can be assigned or otherwise controlled by the base station 12. Of course, as

the data rate of the RCCI is very low, RCCI transmissions will not occupy more spectrum

resource than the narrowest ordinary speech channel. Also, RCCI communication can be in the

form of either Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or Time Division Duplex (TDD), or some

combination of both. Finally, it should be understood that RCCI messages sent from any and all

repeaters 14 can be relayed up or down along the repeater chain 10, as needed, to reach a master

(controlling) repeater 14 and/or to reach the base station 12, which may act as a master controller

for the chain 10.

In view of such coordination and inter-repeater signaling, Fig. 11 provides an overview

illustration of a given repeater 14, for one or more repeater embodiments contemplated herein.

As in Fig. 4, the repeater 14 includes a spectrum analyzer 60, and a repeater controller 62 for

controlling the spectrum analyzer 60 and other aspects of the repeater's overall operation.

However, Fig. 11 further illustrates that the repeater 14 may include an RCCI transceiver 90

(with its own TX/RX antenna(s) 92), for receiving and transmitting RCCI to/from the base

station 12 and other repeaters 14.

In further additional details, one sees that uplink and downlink transceivers 30 and 32 are

associated with MIMO sets of receive/transmit antennas 94 and 96. Here, the diagram assumes



that the depicted repeater 14 is an intermediate repeater 14 in the chain 10 (i.e., not the first or

last repeater 14). Designating the illustrated repeater 14 as the i-th. repeater 14 in the chain, it

transmits to and receives from the preceding repeater 14 ( - 1) in the repeater frequency

spectrum 22 using antennas 94, and transmits to and receives from the next downstream repeater

14 ( + 1) in the repeater frequency spectrum 22 using antennas 96. The transmissions to and

receptions from the local mobile terminals 16 that are directly supported by the illustrated

repeater 14 are in the base station frequency spectrum 20, and are supported via antenna sets 98

and 100 (and associated antenna filtering/coupling circuits 102). Note that the antenna sets

include or are associated with antenna filtering/coupling circuits, to provide the appropriate

isolation between antenna sets. Also note that all antennas and associated transceivers are

implemented as MIMO antenna sets/transceivers, in MIMO-based embodiments of the repeater

chain 10.

As a further note, there are two options for implementing the first one of the repeaters 14 in a

given chain 10. One option is to place the first repeater 14 in the same "site" as the controlling

base station 12 of the cell. That is, the first repeater 14 is co-located with the base station 12, or

otherwise integrated with it. In such cases, the antenna 94 and the associated RF transceiver parts

can be removed from the repeater 14, and all signals can be linked with direct connections or

with (localized) RF connections using the base station frequency spectrum 20. Or, the first

repeater 14 may be separated from the base station 12, and the communication between the two

is established using RF signaling within the base station frequency spectrum 20.

With this configuration in mind, those skilled in the art will appreciate that a given repeater chain

10 can be set up using a fixed configuration, or at least using default-but-changeable settings for

the repeater configurations. Additionally or alternatively, the associated base station 12 can

configure all of the repeaters 14 in the cell, dynamically or statically. For example, the base

station 12 can determine which repeaters 14 are to use which frequency bands in the repeater

frequency spectrum 22 and can determine dynamic base station frequency assignments for

various mobile terminals 16, to force all of the mobile terminals 16 that are local to a given

repeater 14 to operate within a desired range of base station frequencies. In this sense, the base

station 12 acts as the "master" providing overall frequency allocation/management control for

the repeater chain 10.



Such configuration control can be managed by sending RCCI messages from the base station 12,

targeted to individual repeaters 14 along the chain 10. As the example RCCI provides control

information about IC, TPL, RSS, BFCD BSE and CQI, etc., the base station 12 can assign the

power levels in each repeater 14 in the repeater chain 10, optimize the beamforming in the

repeater transceivers 30/32 to improve SNR, schedule frequency hopping (if used) by the

repeaters 14 to the best frequency band(s), and efficiently manage use of radio spectrum.

As for example radio spectrum processing, Figs. 12 and 13 depict one embodiment of the uplink

transceiver 30, as implemented at a given repeater 14 in a chain 10 of repeaters 14. In Fig. 12,

one sees example implementation details for the first receiver 50, the second receiver 52, and the

transmitter 54.

Fig. 13 explicitly illustrates the uplink signal aggregation, for the illustrated frequency bands,

and Fig. 12 illustrates example circuit details for carrying out such aggregation. In the example,

the (uplink) spectrum processor 56 is implemented, at least in part, as an analog adaptive

baseband spectrum combining circuit. In association with these frequency-selective processing

elements, the uplink transceiver 30 may include a multi-channel/multi-band frequency

synthesizer 110, and, optionally, a watermark insertion circuit 112, for watermarking the

transmissions from the transmitter 54.

Broadly, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the uplink transceiver 30 may have r

receivers 52 operating at given relaying frequencies / R UU being used by the previous downstream

repeater 14, and may include s receivers 50, for receiving uplink transmissions from the local

mobile terminals 16, which are directly supported by the repeater 14. Further, the uplink

transceiver 30 may include t transmitters 54 (with associated antennas) operating at relaying

frequencies f ituu +L f° r transmission to the next upstream repeater 14. Note that r, s, t can be any

integers larger than 0 .

In an example embodiment, all the r receivers 52 are identical and are connected to r receiving

antennas separately. Each such receiver consists of an LNA, a mixer driven by a clock generator

operating at frequency f m π a n d with a desired phase shift, and a low pass filter. A clock

generator in the frequency synthesizer 110 generates all required quadrature clocks with desired

phase shifts.

Operating as a general frequency synthesizer, the frequency synthesizer 110 may be configured

to generate differential clocks from a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). Referring to Fig. 14 as



an example, one sees the generation of a frequency f v by a frequency synthesizer at twice the

output frequency /o. A quadrature clock generator converts the differential clocks of frequency f v

into differential quadrature clocks at frequency fo.. Using well known mixer operations, as

mathematically expressed in the following equations, the quadrature phase shifter creates

differential quadrature clocks with desired phase shift θ.

The sinusoidal signals +/-sin(θ), +/-cos(θ) are created digitally by a controller within the

frequency synthesizer 110. These digital signals are converted to analog signals by a digital-to-

analog converter (DAC). This arrangement allows the receivers 50 and 52 to operate as

homodyne receivers that down-convert their respectively received uplink signals ( / BSUL
a n d

/ R UΠ ) - That is, each receiver 50 and 52 down-converts their received RF signals in the whole

band (at their respective center frequencies), into double-sided baseband signals, noted in Fig. 12

as r,(t) (with = 1, 2, . . ., r).

Notably, the adaptive spectrum combiner circuit included in the spectrum processor 56 combines

the two groups of double-sided baseband signals into outgoing uplink signals, for transmission

by the transmitter 54. Here, the first group (b,(t)) of down-converted uplink signals is received

from local mobile terminals 16 via the receiver 50, and the second group (r,(t)) is down-

converted from the uplink signals received from the previous repeater 14. The two groups of

uplink signals (first incoming and second incoming) are merged into one output Tr(t) by the

adaptive combining circuit in the spectrum processor 56.

As an example embodiment, a linear operation for such combining can be written as

r s
Tr(t) = wrr (r (t -Dr 1)+nr (t - Dr )) + wb (b (t - Db1)+nb (t - Db1)) +WM , (EqA)

z=l z=l

where r, (t) and b,(\) are the down-converted baseband signals, nr, (t) and nb,(\) are the receiver

noise at baseband frequency, wr,and wb, are the weight coefficients, Dr and Db are the time

delays, and WM is a water mark (a known and simple modulated signal), respectively. Assuming

that receiver noise is a stationary and continuous-time random process, the above equation

becomes

r s
r ( = w -i it - D +n + wbt {bt {t - Db )+nbt {t)) +WM . (Eq. 2)

z=l z=l



By adaptively tuning the time delays Dr1and Db and the weight coefficients wr,and wb,, the

inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to the multi-path propagation can be reduced, and the SNR of

the received baseband signals is improved because of both suppressed ISI and noise in the linear

summing operation. Further, the basic aggregating function of combining the local uplink signals

incoming from the directly-supported mobile terminals 16 and the incoming (relayed) uplink

signals is efficiently accomplished. (Here, these first and second incoming uplink signals are not

overlapping before or after the combination. Rather, combining can be understood as translating

them into the desired bands within the repeater frequency spectrum 22 and relaying them

together to the next upstream repeater 14.) Different algorithms can be used to optimize different

criteria such as zero-forcing (ZF), minimum mean square error (MMSE), least square (LS),

maximum likelihood sequence (MLS), etc. The WM signal, which is optionally included, is used

in the optimization process, as the signal is known and very easy to be demodulated.

The baseband signal output Tr{i) is up-converted to relay frequency, / R uπ +i - The frequency

band(s) to use for such relaying may be known at the repeater 14 based on, for example,

receiving RCCI signaling. Each of the t parallel transmitters 54 operate simultaneously, with

each including an up-conversion mixer (MIX) driven by a clock generator operating at frequency

/ RULI+1 and with a desired phase shift, a band-pass filter (BPF), a power amplifier (PA), and one

or more antennas. The t transmitters 54 operating with a desired phase shift create a phased array

antenna with beamforming to the next repeater 14 in the repeater chain 10. Of course, phased

array antennas can be replaced by a parabolic antenna, such as when the operating frequency is

very high—e.g., in the microwave frequency range.

An example output spectrum at a repeater uplink transceiver 30 is shown in Fig. 15, including

plots (a) through (g). Plots (a) and (b) illustrate the baseband signal spectrum at the output of the

r receivers 52, and (c) and (d) are baseband signal spectrum created by local mobile terminals 16,

based on the uplink signals received by the s receivers 50. The signal spectrum WUH,- i is the

spectrum of a watermark signal inserted by the previous (downstream) repeater 14 along the

chain 10, which is a known simple modulated signal inserted for tracking transceiver

performance during optimization process. At the current repeater 14, a new WM signal WU -is

inserted as seen in plot (f), and this baseband signal is up-converted in the MIXs, filtered in the

BPFs, amplified by the PAs, and finally transmitted over the air to the next upstream repeater 14.

See plot (g) for the example radio spectrum of that relay transmission.



Note that the WM signal can be a sinusoid with different frequency, or any orthogonal sequences

that can easily be demodulated, like Walsh or Hadamard sequences, etc. As the relayed uplink

signals finally arrive (in aggregated form) at the base station 12, they can be analyzed, so that the

performance of each repeater 14 along the repeater chain 10 can be individually checked. The

base station 14 may be configured to optimize or at least adjust one or more repeater parameters,

based on evaluating the uplink signals received from the repeater chain 10.

As Fig. 12 depicted an analog implementation of the uplink transceiver 30, for use in a given

repeater 14, Fig. 16 depicts an example analog implementation for the downlink transceiver 32.

The downlink transceiver 32 has r receivers 40 operating at a relay frequency / RDΠ - (The value

of r is 1 or greater, and greater numbers may be configured to operate in parallel, for multi-band

processing.)

Fig. 17 illustrates an example of the frequency-based de-aggregation performed by the repeater

14 of Fig. 16. In carrying out that de-aggregation, Fig. 17 illustrates that the downlink transceiver

32 further includes an analog Adaptive Baseband Spectrum Separation (Analog ABSS) circuit,

for separating the incoming baseband signals (as received via the receiver(s) 40), into first

outgoing baseband signals and second outgoing baseband signals. This circuit is implemented,

for example, in the signal processing circuits comprising the spectrum processor 46 in the

downlink transceiver 32.

The first outgoing baseband signals are those targeted to the mobile terminals 16 that are directly

(locally) supported by the repeater 14. The second outgoing baseband signals are those targeted

to mobile terminals 16 that are not directly supported by the repeater 14—i.e., to those mobile

terminals 16 supported by the downstream repeater(s) 14. Correspondingly, the downlink

transceiver 32 also has s radio frequency transmitters 42, that transmit the downlink signals

targeted to the local mobile terminals 16, using the base station frequency spectrum 20. The

downlink transceiver 32 further includes t transmitters 44 (and associated antennas) operating at

the f RT LUl frequency band(s). (The values of s and t are each 1 or greater; having more than one

transmitter 42 (or 44) operating simultaneously and in parallel provides for multi-band

transmission, for example. The numbers of paralleled receivers and transmitters may be different

in the downlink transceiver 32, as compared to the uplink transceiver 30.)

Still further, the downlink transceiver 32 includes a frequency synthesizer 116, which creates

desired communication signal frequencies. And, additionally, the downlink transceiver 32



optionally includes a watermark insertion unit 118, for inserting watermarks into the transmitted

downlink signals (or at least those relayed to the next repeater 14 in the chain 10).

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that at least some of the signal processing circuits, and

associated supporting frequency/timing generation circuitry, can be shared between the uplink

and downlink transceivers 30 and 32, within a given repeater 14. For example, the spectrum

processors 46 and 56 may include or otherwise share at least some of the same circuitry. In any

case, the main difference between the uplink and downlink transceivers 30 and 32, respectively,

is that, in the uplink direction, the repeater 14 needs to combine the local uplink signals with the

relayed uplink signals, while, in the downlink, it needs to split the incoming downlink signals

into two different frequency bands, one in the repeater frequency spectrum 22 and one in the

base station frequency spectrum 20.

Thus, each repeater 14 relays to the next upstream repeater 14 the combination of the uplink

signals it received from its local mobile terminals 16 and the uplink signals it received from the

next downstream repeater 14. Conversely, instead of the upstream aggregation of uplink signals,

propagation of downlink signals along the repeater chain 10 relies on de-aggregation, where each

repeater 14 receives incoming downlink signals and separates them into first outgoing downlink

signals and second outgoing downlink signals. The first outgoing downlink signals are locally

repeated to the mobile terminals 16 directly supported by the repeater 14, and the second

outgoing downlink signals are relayed to the next downstream repeater 14. As such, remote

repeaters 14 further away in the chain 10 from the base station 12 may have many empty

channels and less interference to others. To achieve this, a base station 12 in a cell is able to

register a mobile terminal 16 inside the cell, and sense its location roughly by finding the uplink

RF signal incoming directions and relative delays, then assign one or more repeaters 14 to

communicate with the mobile terminal 16. As such, the mobile terminal 16 can be located, even

with physical layer repeaters (and without need for opening the packets being transmitted).

While such advantages may be gained with analog or digital implementation of the required

spectrum processing at the repeaters 14, there may be advantages in implementing such

processing in the digital domain. Fig. 18 depicts a digital embodiment of uplink and downlink

transceivers 30 and 32. One sees that the repeater controller 62 receives (and passes through)

RCCI messages that may carry frequency assignments and other control information, to be used

for configuring the depicted repeater 14 (and other repeaters 14 in the chain 10).



One also sees that the illustrated embodiment of the downlink transceiver 32 includes a bank of

adjustable filters 70 (such as first shown in Fig. 6), and an associated filter adjustment circuit

120. The filter adjustment circuit 120 may be responsive to RCCI messages addressed to the

repeater's ID, and may be dynamically updated for the desired communication frequencies.

Notably, the filter adjustment circuit 120 and the bank of adjustable filters 70 may be

implemented as part of the (downlink) spectrum processor 46.

Similarly, the illustrated embodiment of the uplink transceiver 30 includes adjustable combining

circuits 122 (for non-overlapping combining of uplink signals positioned at/in different baseband

frequency bands), and an associated combining control circuit 124. These circuits are, in one or

more embodiments, implemented as part of the (uplink) spectrum processor 56. Further one sees

that the frequency synthesizers 112/1 18 provide the required frequency/clock signals to the

transceivers 30 and 32, for their operation. The repeater controller 62 may dynamically configure

frequency generation by the frequency synthesizers 112/1 18, as needed.

The advantages of digital implementation of the spectrum processors 46 and 56 include the

potential for better SNR performance. As a further non- limiting advantage, any needed signal

delays associated with transceiver combining/filtering operations can be directly implemented in

the digital domain. Still further, multi-path interference cancellation performance can be

improved, in general, over the analog processing domain, through implementation of the

appropriate DSP algorithms.

Turning to Fig. 19, one sees digitally-based example implementation of the downlink transceiver

32. The depicted circuits include a digital implementation of the spectrum processor 46 of the

downlink transceiver 32, in combination with the previously illustrated receiver 40, and

transmitters 42 and 44. One may compare this digital-domain implementation to the similar,

analog depiction given in Fig. 16.

Similarly, in Fig. 20 one sees an example digital implementation of the uplink transceiver 30.

The depicted circuits include a digital implementation of the spectrum processor 56 of the uplink

transceiver 30, in combination with the previously illustrated receivers 50 and 52, and transmitter

54. One may compare this digital-domain implementation to the similar analog depiction given

in Fig. 12.

Fig. 2 1 depicts an example DSP-based embodiment of processing circuit configuration, for

multipath echo cancellation. In particular, one or more hardware- and/or software-configured



DSPs within the spectrum processors 46/56 may be used to implement the multi-path echo

cancellation structure illustrated. That structure includes delay elements 130, first weighting

elements 132, second weighting elements 134, summing circuits 136 and 138, and a parameter

optimization block (calculator) 139.

The (multipath) input signal Vin is delayed and summed with working weight coefficients W1,

i=l,2,. . ., q, and the output signal Vout is created by the summing. The parameter optimization

block 139 is connected with another set of test weight coefficients a (i = 1, 2, . . ., q). Using a set

of criteria (specified functions), the parameter optimization block 139 finds the optimal

parameters by performing a cost evaluation. When new parameters are confirmed to reach a

better result than the (current) working weight coefficients, the current working weight

coefficients are replaced with the newly determined weight coefficients.

Fig. 22 extends this idea to the multiple- input case. As an example, the implementation of a

digital version of the spectrum processor 56 in the uplink transceiver 30 may include the

illustrated structure. That structure includes, by way of example, first (variable) delay elements

140, first weighting elements 142, a first summing circuit 143, a second summing circuit 144, a

watermark insertion element 146, second (test) delay elements 148, second weighting elements

150, a third summing circuit 152, and a parameter optimization block 154.

The input signal vector Vin has j elements, Vm1, Vm , . . ., Vin,_i, Vin,, which are signals down-

converted in baseband, including the local mobile terminal signals. They are delayed by a

variable delay unit VDj (i = 1, 2, . . ., j), and summed with working weight coefficients gj (i = 1,

2, . . ., j ) and the output signal Vout is created by summing. Further, the parameter optimization

block 154 is connected with another set of test weight coefficients b (i = 1, 2, . . ., j ) with small

test delay TDj (i = 1, 2, . . ., j). As before, the parameter optimization block evaluates a cost

function according to criteria, to find the optimal parameters. When the new parameters are

confirmed to reach a better result, then the working weight coefficients will be adjusted to the

test weight coefficients, and the delay differences among the test delay units TDj will be added to

the variable VDj, and then all delays of TDj are reset to its minimum. Here, the difference in

delay is defined as TDj -mean(TDj, where i = 1, 2, . . ., j).

To calculate a cost using a criterion function, the WM signal from the watermark insertion unit

146 can be used, as that signal is known and easy to demodulate, and the demodulation of WM



signal can be done in the physical layer. The WM is helpful in the parameter optimization

process, as there is no need to decode any information packets carried by the base-

station/mobile-terminal communication signals being handled by the repeater 14.

The order of the WM signals inserted along a given repeater chain 10 can be configured by the

associated (controlling) base station 12 through RCCI signaling. The signal quality of the

demodulated WM signals can be saved in the CQI fields of the RCCI signals. Thus, through

RCCI signaling, the base station 12 obtains the required channel quality information of all

repeaters 14 inside its cell.

For the uplink, all WM signals are accumulated along the chain 10 towards the base station 12,

and the WM signals are orthogonal in the time domain (by orthogonal time sequences) and/or in

the frequency domain. Thus, the base station 12 can analyze the WM signals from all repeaters

14 in the chain 10, and thereby obtain direct signal quality information for the uplink relaying.

For the case when a repeater 14 in a repeater chain 10 does not know the WM signals sent by its

neighbors, the repeater 14 will detect if there are any WM signals. If so, it will use the detected

WM signal(s) to optimize its associated communication channel(s), and, if not, it will not start

the optimization process. In most cases, a given repeater 14 in a repeater chain 10 knows the

WM signals sent by its neighbor repeaters 14 (i.e., its immediate upstream and downstream

repeaters 14) and only the WM signals sent by its neighbors will be used in the repeater's

optimization process.

Of course, in addition to aggregating WM signals in the uplink direction, the repeater chain 10

aggregates the users' uplink signals, as transmitted from the mobile terminals 16 supported by

the repeater chain 10, and relayed up the repeater chain 10, to the base station 12. And,

conversely, the downlink signals from the base station 12 are de-aggregated. That is, at any given

time, the base station 12 transmits downlink signals targeted to any given number of mobile

terminals 16. The repeater chain 10 propagates those downlink signals as far down the chain 10,

as needed, but preferably no further than needed, to reach the targeted mobile terminals 16.

Further, as was illustrated in the examples of Figs. 4 and 5, such de-aggregation in the

contemplated repeater chain 10 provides, particularly because of the chain's multi-hop

configuration, opportunities for greater spectrum utilization and/or reduced levels of interference.

In terms of spectrum density, it will be appreciated that one or more embodiments of the base

station 12 schedule users (mobile terminals 16) according to one or more service goals, such as



the twin goals of maximizing overall system throughput, while ensuring some minimum

"fairness" to all users, or at least ensuring that minimum Quality-of-Service (QoS) constraints

are met. As such, the base station 12 uses as much of the uplink and downlink capacity as it can,

and, again, as a general proposition, fully schedules uplink and/or downlink resources in each

corresponding transmission interval.

As such, usage of the base station frequency spectrum 20 is higher (denser) in areas close to the

base station 12 than it is at, say, the last repeater 14 in a chain of repeaters 14. That is, the base

station 12 necessarily transmits on the downlink all downlink signals needed for each given

transmission interval, while each repeater 14 repeats in the base station frequency spectrum 20

only those downlink signals needed to serve its directly supported mobile terminals 16.

Therefore, the base station 12 can select the spectrum utilizations in a preferred pattern, and it

may do so to minimize interference.

More particularly, neighboring base stations 12 in neighboring cells can adopt a particular

pattern (or patterns) of base station frequency spectrum utilization. One such method

contemplated herein is referred to as "Spatial Interleaved Spectrum" (SIS) method. With SIS, a

different interleaving of the base station frequency spectrum 20 is used along the repeater chains

10 in each cell, so that inter-cell interference is minimized. In at least one such embodiment, the

base stations 12 associated with these repeater chains 10 can be configured to set up the desired

interleaving.

In such embodiments, each base station 12 has the ability to perform SIS (and SIS may be

coordinated across multiple neighboring base stations/cells). Further, all repeaters 14 within a

given multi-hop repeater chain 10 can register mobile terminals 16 existing in their own

coverage area through a page function or they can get information about their associated mobile

terminals 16 from the base station 12. Still further, the communication signal frequencies

separated and/or combined in each repeater 14 are variable, e.g., each repeater's filter banks 70

are configurable in terms of their filtering frequencies. With these capabilities, the base station

frequency spectrum 20 can be spatially interleaved in a manner that it reduces the interference

between the cells.

Fig. 23 illustrates three cells (CELLl, CELL2, and CELL3), which should be understood to be

three neighboring cells in a wireless communication network, such as an LTE Advanced

network. Each cell includes a base station 12 and an associated plurality of repeaters 14,



configured as a multi-hop repeater chain 10. (Three repeaters 14 per chain 10 are shown, but

each chain 10 can include essentially any number of repeaters 14.)

In CELLl , the repeater chain 10 is configured to use a Low Pass Spectrum (LPS), in which the

mobile terminals 16 (denoted as UEs) belonging to the repeaters 14 closest to the base station 12

(labeled as BSl) will be assigned to use the higher frequency channels in the downlink band. The

UEs belonging to the repeaters 14 further away from BSl will be assigned to use the lower

frequency channels, if it is possible to make such assignments. There is always a possibility that

all UEs might be located close to the cell edge, but the idea is to start filling the lower channels

with the UEs that are further away from BSl . The intelligence for allocating/assigning frequency

resources in the base station frequency spectrum 20, to provide for the LPS scheme may be

included in the processing/control circuitry of BSl .

Conversely, CELL3 is configured to use a High Pass Spectrum (HPS), in which the UEs

belonging to the repeaters 14 closest to BS3 will be assigned to use the lowest possible frequency

channels in the downlink band (of the base station spectrum 20), and the UEs belonging to the

repeaters 14 further away from BS3 will be assigned to use the highest possible frequency

channels. Further, as a compromise between CELLl and CELL3, CELL2 is configured to use a

Middle Pass Spectrum (MPS), in which the UEs belonging to the repeaters 14 further away from

BS2 will be assigned to use the available frequency channels located in the center of the

downlink band (in the base station frequency spectrum 20), and the UEs belonging to the

repeaters 14 closer to BS2 will be assigned to use the lower and higher frequency channels, but

not the middle portion of the band.

Fig. 24 depicts this contemplated spectrum usage for BSl, BS2, and BS3, and their respectively

associated repeater chains 10. One sees that overlap of assigned frequencies in the base station

spectrum 20 is minimized at the cell edges—assuming that the furthest relay 14 in each such

chain 10 is a cell-edge relay. Thus, the contemplated patterning of spectrum utilization between

repeater chains 10 in adjacent cells reduces the interference. That reduction leads to improved

power efficiency, and spatial filtering can be used to reduce unwanted emissions.

Thus, one embodiment of SIS involves three neighboring cells of a wireless communication

network, each cell having a multi-hop repeater chain 10. The repeater chain 10 in a first one of

the cells is configured to use low pass de-aggregation; the repeater chain 10 in a second one of

the cells is configured to use middle pass de-aggregation; and the repeater chain 10 in a third one



of the cells is configured to use high pass de-aggregation. (Refer back to Fig. 7, for an example

of low, middle, and high pass de-aggregation.) Note, too, that the base stations 12 controlling the

three neighboring cells can control the various aggregation schemes used by the neighboring

repeater chains 10, and that such control can be dynamic, such as through the use of repeater

configuration control messages propagated out from the base stations 12 to their respective

repeater chains 10.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the base stations 12 in neighboring cells may be

identical, and differ only in the scheme that each one adopts for assigning frequency resources in

the base station spectrum 20 to mobile terminals 16 that are supported by the base station's

associated repeater chain 10.

Fig. 25 illustrates the above-described spectrum interleaving in an example wireless

communication network 160, as applied over a large plurality of cells 162. Cells 162 that are

hatched with horizontal lines are configured for LPS operation; those hatched with vertical lines

are configured for HPS operation; and those hatched with diagonal lines are configured for MPS

operation. Further, in the "zoomed" cell view, one sees an example set of three cells 162-1, 162-

2, and 162-3. The filled circles at the cell centers depict base stations 12, while the open circles

spaced along the lines drawn between base stations 12 depict the repeaters 14 in each cell's

repeater chains 10. (Each cell 162 is shown with two repeater chains 10.)

Fig. 26 depicts an example desired LPS, MPS and HPS differentiation for downlink signals

propagated along repeater chains 10 in neighboring cells. Such spectrum differentiation is, in one

or more embodiments, implemented in each involved repeater 14 using configurable filter banks

(e.g., the filter banks 70 shown in Fig. 6). That is, each repeater 14 includes dynamically

configurable band pass (or low pass) filters and associated frequency translation circuitry in their

radio signal processing circuitry. As frequency translation methods are used for the relaying

path, the pass band filter functions are all implemented in baseband frequency by variable

bandwidth low pass filters. And, after filtering in baseband frequency, the signals are re-

modulated to RF frequency for relaying. This is a natural benefit introduced by frequency

translation in repeaters 14, i.e., it is straightforward to replace a band pass filter with a low pass

filter.

In one embodiment of SIS, each base station 12 communicates with its associated repeater chain

10, to inform the included repeaters 14 of what bandwidth(s) each repeater 14 should remove (or



relay), and what center frequencies should be used for the filtering in the downlink. This required

information can be integrated into the previously described RCCI data frames. Fig. 26 depicts

such a filtering configuration.

In addition to the significant operational advantages provided by SIS embodiments of the

teachings presented herein, the use of a repeater frequency spectrum 22 that is non-overlapping

with the base station frequency spectrum 20 avoids transmitter leakage at the repeaters 14 (and

thereby avoids self-interference problems, reduces in the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) of

transmitted signals, and avoids disturbances in on-frequency repeaters).

As a further non-limiting advantage, the proposed frequency translation techniques increase the

channel capacity from base stations 12 to mobile terminals 16, and vice versa. There are always

frequency translation pairs available in the respective base station and repeater frequency

spectrums 20 and 22, for downlink and uplink propagation up and down the repeater chain 10.

Further, in at least one embodiment, the proposed repeaters 14 have the functionality to scan

radio bands and find the best radio channels/bands for relaying signals between repeaters 14.

Still further, in at least one embodiment, MIMO is employed to improve quality of the received

signals, so the spectrum combining will not lead to poor BER or SER in the end. Additionally, or

alternatively, multiple repeaters 14 within the chain may be configured for parallel operation, for

diversity transmission/reception benefits, which improve signal SNR, and thus provide better

coverage.

Still further, in one or more embodiments, the repeaters 14 in a given chain 10 are configured to

use "watermark" test signals, for optimizing the performance of the repeaters without need of

decoding in-band channels. That is, a repeater 14 can insert a watermark signal that is known (in

terms of modulation, etc.) by that repeater 14, and/or is known by other repeaters 14 in the chain

10. Thus, by injecting such watermark signals into the signals relayed between (or processed

within) given repeaters 14, the repeaters 14 can easily determine channel quality, etc., based on

evaluating the known watermark signals, rather than decoding the downlink/uplink signals

to/from the mobile terminals 16.

On that point, another advantage of avoiding decoding or other such processing of the

downlink/uplink signals going between the base station 12 and the mobile terminals 16, the

repeater chains 10 presented herein are configured to operate on the physical layer, with minimal

delay—e.g., propagation along the full repeater chain 10 introduces a maximum delay that is



substantially less than that accommodated by cyclic prefixes used in the base station/mobile

terminal signals.

Of course, modifications and other embodiments of the disclosed invention will come to mind to

one skilled in the art having the benefit of the teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions

and the associated drawings. Therefore, it is to be understood that the invention is not to be

limited to the specific embodiments disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are

intended to be included within the scope of this disclosure. Further, although specific terms may

be employed herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for purposes of

limitation, unless otherwise noted.



CLAIMS

1. A multi-hop repeater chain for use with a wireless base station in a wireless

communication network, said multi-hop repeater chain configured to de-aggregate downlink

signals as they are propagated outward from the base station to mobile terminals along the multi-

hop repeater chain, and to aggregate uplink signals as they are propagated inward from mobile

terminals along the multi-hop repeater chain to the base station, said multi-hop repeater chain

comprising:

two or more repeaters forming said multi-hop repeater chain, including at least a first

repeater and a last repeater;

each said repeater comprising an uplink transceiver and a downlink transceiver that are

configured to conduct repeater-to-mobile-terminal transmissions and mobile-

terminal-to-repeater receptions using a base station frequency spectrum and to

conduct repeater-to-repeater transmissions and receptions using a repeater

frequency spectrum; and

wherein the first repeater is configured to conduct repeater-to-base-station transmissions

and base-station-to-repeater receptions.

2 . The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein the uplink and downlink transceivers

comprise Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) transceivers, supporting MIMO

communications between the repeaters and between each repeater and its associated mobile

terminals.

3. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein each repeater comprises a Layer 1

repeater.

4 . The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein, for improved signal-to-noise-ratios, the

multi-hop repeater chain is configured to support concurrent multipath communications between

(a) a given mobile terminal and (b) two or more repeaters in the multi-hop repeater chain, each

sending to or receiving from the mobile terminal in the base station frequency spectrum, or (c) at

least one repeater in the multi-hop repeater chain and the wireless base station, each sending to

or receiving from the mobile terminal in the base station frequency spectrum.

5. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein, at one or more repeater positions in the

multi-hop chain of repeaters, the multi-hop repeater chain includes two or more repeaters



operating in a parallel, diversity-transmission mode for at least one of downlink signal

retransmissions and uplink signal retransmissions.

6. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein each repeater is configured to limit its

usage of the base station frequency spectrum according to base station frequency spectrum

assignments of those mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater, such that each repeater

operates with less power and causes less interference than if each repeater repeated over the

whole base station frequency spectrum.

7. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 6, wherein each repeater includes a repeater

controller that is configured to control communication frequencies of the repeater responsive to

receiving configuration messages from a master repeater in the multi-hop repeater chain, or from

the base station.

8. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein the multi-hop repeater chain de-

aggregates downlink signals as they are propagated outward along the repeater chain by, at each

but the last repeater, receiving incoming downlink signals and separating them into first outgoing

downlink signals, which are repeated to mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater, and

second outgoing downlink signals, which are relayed to the next downstream repeater in the

multi-hop repeater chain to support other mobile terminals indirectly.

9. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein the multi-hop repeater chain aggregates

uplink signals as they are propagated inward along the repeater chain by, at each but the last

repeater, receiving first incoming uplink signals transmitted from mobile terminals directly

supported by the repeater, receiving second incoming uplink signals relayed from the next

downstream repeater in the multi-hop repeater chain, combining the first and second incoming

uplink signals into outgoing uplink signals, and repeating the outgoing uplink signals to the base

station if the repeater is the first repeater, or otherwise relaying them to the next upstream

repeater in the multi-hop repeater chain.

10. The multi-hop repeater of claim 1, wherein the downlink transceiver in each intermediate

repeater in the multi-hop repeater chain is configured to receive incoming downlink signals

relayed from the next upstream repeater, separate the incoming downlink signals into first

outgoing downlink signals, which are targeted to mobile terminals directly supported by the

repeater, and second outgoing downlink signals, which are targeted to mobile terminals

indirectly supported by the repeater, and further configured to repeat the first outgoing downlink



signals in the base station frequency spectrum, for reception by mobile terminals directly

supported by the repeater, and relay the second outgoing downlink signals in the repeater

frequency spectrum, for reception by the next downstream repeater in the multi-hop repeater

chain.

11. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 10, wherein the downlink transceiver includes a

receiver for receiving the incoming downlink signals, a first transmitter for repeating the first

outgoing downlink signals, and a second transmitter for relaying the second outgoing downlink

signals, and wherein the downlink transceiver further includes a spectrum processor that includes

an analog or digital baseband filter circuit that is configurable for separating the incoming

downlink signals into the first and second outgoing downlink signals, according to base station

frequency spectrum assignments of the mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater.

12. The multi-hop repeater of claim 1, wherein the uplink transceiver in each intermediate

repeater in the multi-hop repeater chain is configured to receive first incoming uplink signals

transmitted from mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater and second incoming uplink

signals relayed from the next downstream repeater, and to combine the first and second incoming

uplink signals into outgoing uplink signals, for relaying to the next upstream repeater in the

multi-hop repeater chain.

13. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 12, wherein the uplink transceiver includes a first

receiver for receiving the first incoming uplink signals, a second receiver for receiving the

second incoming uplink signals, and a transmitter for relaying the outgoing uplink signals, and

wherein the uplink transceiver further includes a spectrum processor that includes an analog or

digital baseband combining circuit that is configurable for combining the first and second

incoming uplink signals.

14. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein the downlink transceiver in the first

repeater includes a first transmitter for repeating first outgoing downlink signals in the base

station frequency spectrum, for reception by mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater,

and a second transmitter for relaying second outgoing downlink signals in the repeater frequency

spectrum, for reception by the next downstream repeater in the multi-hop repeater chain, and

further includes a receiver for receiving incoming downlink signals transmitted from the base

station, and a spectrum processor that includes an analog or digital baseband filter circuit for

separating the incoming downlink signals into said first and second outgoing downlink signals.



15. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein the uplink transceiver in the first

repeater includes a first receiver for receiving first incoming uplink signals transmitted from

mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater, a second receiver for receiving second

incoming uplink signals relayed from the next downstream repeater in the multi-hop repeater

chain, a spectrum processor that includes an analog or digital baseband combining circuit that is

configurable for combining the first and second incoming uplink signals, to form outgoing uplink

signals, and a transmitter for repeating the outgoing uplink signals to the base station in the base

station frequency spectrum.

16. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein the first repeater is co-located with the

base station.

17. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein each repeater includes a frequency-

configurable spectrum processor that is dynamically configurable for desired aggregating and de-

aggregating operations at the repeater.

18. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein one or more of the repeaters includes a

spectrum analyzer and an associated controller, for identifying, according to interference

measurements, particular frequency bands within the repeater frequency spectrum to be used by

one or more of the repeaters, for repeater-to-repeater communications.

19. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein each repeater includes a spectrum

analyzer and an associated controller, wherein the controller is configured to make interference

measurements within the repeater frequency spectrum to identify one or more preferred

frequency bands in the repeater frequency spectrum, for use by the repeater in relaying uplink or

downlink signals.

20. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 19, wherein each repeater further includes a

repeater-to-repeater control interface, and wherein the controller in each repeater is configured

either to select the preferred frequency bands and report the selected frequency bands to the other

repeaters to avoid relaying conflicts between repeaters, or to report the preferred frequency bands

to a master repeater and correspondingly receive frequency band assignments from the master

repeater.

21. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein the multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1

comprises one in a plurality of like multi-hop repeater chains, each configured in a

corresponding one in a plurality of neighboring cells in a wireless communication network, and



wherein the multi-hop repeater chains are configured to use different patterns of base station

frequency spectrum assignments for repeater-supported mobile terminals, such that the repeaters

close to a cell edge in a given one of the cells communicates with mobile terminals using

different portions of the base station frequency spectrum than are used by the other repeaters

close to cell edges in adjacent ones of the neighboring cells.

22. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein each repeater includes at least one of (a)

one or more variable bandwidth band pass filters or (b) one or more low-pass filters and

frequency translation circuits, which are configurable via one or more control messages received

by the repeater, for aggregating uplink signals and de-aggregating downlink signals at the

repeater.

23. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein, for at least one repeater in the repeater

chain, at least one of the uplink and downlink transceivers includes beam forming circuits and

antenna elements, for point-to-point communications with a next repeater, or with the wireless

base station.

24. The multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1, wherein the multi-hop repeater chain of claim 1

comprises one in a set of three like multi-hop repeater chains, each configured in a corresponding

one of three neighboring cells in a wireless communication network, and wherein the repeater

chain in a first one of the cells is configured to use low pass de-aggregation, the repeater chain in

a second one of the cells is configured to use middle pass de-aggregation, and the repeater chain

in a third one of the cells is configured to use high pass de-aggregation.

25 . A method of repeater-based communications in a cell within a wireless communication

network, said method comprising de-aggregating downlink signals as they are propagated

outward along the multi-hop repeater chain from a base station in the cell, and aggregating

uplink signals as they are propagated inward along the multi-hop repeater chain to the base

station:

said de-aggregating comprising each but the last repeater relaying to a next repeater those

downlink signals that are targeted to mobile stations indirectly supported by the

repeater, and each repeater repeating those downlink signals that are targeted to

mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater; and

said aggregating comprising each but the first repeater relaying to the next upstream

repeater those uplink signals received from mobile stations directly supported by



the repeater, each but the last repeater further relaying those uplink signals

received from the next downstream repeater, and the first repeater repeating to the

base station those uplink signals received from the next downstream repeater and

those uplink signals received from the mobile terminals directly supported by the

first repeater; and

wherein each said repeater relays in a repeater frequency spectrum and repeats in a base

station frequency spectrum.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein each repeater comprises a Multiple-Input-Multiple-

Output (MIMO) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) repeater, and wherein said

relaying and repeating of uplink and downlink signals are performed by the multi-hop repeater

chain, and comprises relaying and repeating MIMO OFDM uplink and downlink signals.

27. The method of claim 25, further comprising operating the multi-hop repeater chain as a

chain of Layer 1 repeaters.

28. The method of claim 25, further comprising, for improved signal-to-noise-ratios,

providing concurrent multipath communications between (a) a given mobile terminal and (b) two

or more repeaters in the multi-hop repeater chain, each sending to or receiving from the mobile

terminal in the base station frequency spectrum, or (c) at least one repeater in the multi-hop

repeater chain and the wireless base station, each sending to or receiving from the mobile

terminal in the base station frequency spectrum.

29. The method of claim 25, wherein, at one or more repeater positions in the multi-hop

chain of repeaters, the multi-hop repeater chain includes two or more repeaters and the method

further comprises operating those said two or more repeaters in a parallel, diversity-transmission

mode.

30. The method of claim 25, wherein said de-aggregating includes each repeater limiting its

usage of the base station frequency spectrum according to base station frequency spectrum

assignments of those mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater, such that each repeater

consumes less power and causes less interference than if the repeater repeated over the whole

base station frequency spectrum.

3 1. The method of claim 30, further comprising, at each repeater, receiving one or more

configuration messages, for controlling communication frequencies of the repeater, and



correspondingly configuring said communication frequencies of the repeater according to the

configuration messages.

32. The method of claim 25, wherein said de-aggregating comprises, at each but the last

repeater, receiving incoming downlink signals and separating them into first outgoing downlink

signals, which are repeated in the base station frequency spectrum to mobile terminals directly

supported by the repeater, and second outgoing downlink signals, which are targeted to mobile

terminals indirectly supported by the repeater, and which are relayed in the repeater frequency

spectrum to the next downstream repeater.

33. The method of claim 25, wherein said aggregating comprises, at each but the last

repeater, receiving first incoming uplink signals transmitted from mobile terminals directly

supported by the repeater, receiving second incoming uplink signals relayed from the next

downstream repeater, combining the first and second incoming uplink signals into outgoing

uplink signals, and repeating the outgoing uplink signals to the base station, if the repeater is the

first repeater, or otherwise relaying them to the next preceding repeater.

34. The method of claim 25, wherein said de-aggregating comprises, at each intermediate

repeater, receiving incoming downlink signals relayed from the next upstream repeater in the

repeater frequency spectrum, separating the incoming downlink signals into first outgoing

downlink signals, which are targeted to mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater, and

second outgoing downlink signals, which are targeted to mobile terminals indirectly supported

by the repeater, and further comprises repeating the first outgoing downlink signals in the base

station frequency spectrum, for reception by mobile terminals directly supported by the repeater,

and relaying the second outgoing downlink signals in the repeater frequency spectrum, for

reception by the next downstream repeater.

35. The method of claim 34, further comprising receiving the incoming downlink signals in

the repeater frequency spectrum using a first receiver, processing the incoming downlink signals

in a baseband filter separating and translating in frequency, as needed, to obtain first and second

outgoing downlink signals, repeating the first outgoing downlink signals in the base station

frequency spectrum, and relaying the second outgoing downlink signals in the repeater frequency

spectrum, wherein separating the incoming downlink signals into the first and second outgoing

downlink signals is based on base station frequency spectrum assignments for the mobile

terminals directly supported by the receiver.



36. The method of claim 25, wherein said aggregating includes, at each intermediate repeater

in the multi-hop repeater chain, receiving first incoming uplink signals transmitted from mobile

terminals in the base station frequency spectrum, receiving second incoming uplink signals

relayed from the next succeeding repeater in the repeater frequency spectrum, combining the first

and second incoming uplink signals into outgoing uplink signals, and relaying the outgoing

uplink signals in the repeater frequency spectrum, to the next preceding repeater.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein combining the first and second incoming uplink signals

includes converting them to baseband signals, combining them at baseband to form the outgoing

uplink signals, and then shifting the outgoing uplink signals into the repeater frequency

spectrum, for relaying to the next preceding repeater.

38. The method of claim 25, wherein said de-aggregating comprises, in the first repeater,

receiving incoming downlink signals transmitted from the base station in the base station

frequency spectrum, shifting the incoming downlink signals to baseband and separating them

into first outgoing downlink signals targeted to mobile terminals directly supported by the first

repeater and second outgoing downlink signals targeted to mobile terminals not directly

supported by the first repeater, shifting the first outgoing downlink signals into the base station

frequency spectrum and repeating them for reception by the mobile terminals directly supported

by the first repeater, and shifting the second outgoing downlink signals into the repeater

frequency spectrum and relaying them for reception by the next downstream repeater.

39. The method of claim 25, wherein said aggregating comprises, in the first repeater,

receiving first incoming uplink signals transmitted in the base station frequency spectrum from

mobile terminals directly supported by the first repeater, receiving second incoming uplink

signals relayed in the repeater frequency spectrum from the next downstream repeater, shifting

the first and second incoming uplink signals into baseband and combining them to form outgoing

uplink signals, shifting the outgoing uplink signals into the base station frequency spectrum and

repeating them to the base station.

40. The method of claim 25, further comprising dynamically configuring each repeater for

desired aggregating and de-aggregating operations at the repeater.

4 1. The method of claim 25, further comprising measuring interference in the repeater

frequency spectrum and correspondingly setting particular frequency bands in the repeater

frequency spectrum, to be used by the repeaters for relaying.



42. The method of claim 25, further comprising, dynamically selecting at each repeater

which particular frequency band or bands in the repeater frequency spectrum, to be used for

relaying by that repeater, and advertising among the repeaters the particular frequency bands

selected at each repeater.

43. The method of claim 42, further comprising receiving, at a master one of the repeaters,

interference measurements from each repeater for the repeater frequency spectrum, determining

repeater frequency spectrum assignments for each repeater at the master repeater according to

the interference measurements, and sending the repeater frequency spectrum assignments from

the master repeater to the other repeaters.

44. The method of claim 25, wherein the multi-hop repeater chain comprises one in a

plurality of like multi-hop repeater chains, each configured in a corresponding one in a plurality

of neighboring cells in a wireless communication network, and wherein the method further

comprises using at the different multi-hop repeater chains different patterns of base station

frequency spectrum assignments for repeater-supported mobile terminals, such that the last

repeater at a cell edge in a given one of the cells repeats different portions of the base station

frequency spectrum than the last repeater at a cell edge in an adjacent given one of the cells.

45. The method of claim 25, further comprising performing said aggregating and de-

aggregating at each repeater via (a) one or more variable bandwidth band pass filters or (b) one

or more low-pass filters and associated frequency translation circuits, which are configurable via

one or more control messages received by the repeater, for aggregating uplink signals and de-

aggregating downlink signals at the repeater.

46. The method of claim 25, further comprising performing beam forming at one or more of

the repeaters, for point-to-point communications with a next repeater, or with the wireless base

station.

47. The method of claim 25, further comprising performing said method in each of three

neighboring cells, each cell having its own multi-hop repeater chain, including configuring the

repeater chain in a first one of the cells to use low pass de-aggregation, configuring the repeater

chain in a second one of the cells to use middle pass de-aggregation, and configuring the repeater

chain in a third one of the cell to use high pass de-aggregation.
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